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Letters to the Editor

Pine Grosbeaks at feeders
re-visited
I found Ron Pittaway's article
( Ontario Birds 7:65-67), describing
the use of bird feeders by Pine
Grosbeaks in central Ontario as
unusual and recent in origin, to be
in agreement with my 20 years of
experience in feeding and
observing birds in the area. It was
therefore somewhat perplexing to
read accoun ts by Bill Walker and
Erica Dunn (Ontario Birds 7:86 and
87-91, respectively) which seemed
to indicate far more use of feeders
by Pine Grosbeaks than either
Pittaway or I have observed.

It may be that factors such as the
lack of natural food, the habitat
surrounding a feeder, and the type
of food provided make some sites
(such as Walker's yard) particularly
attractive to Pine Grosbeaks.
However, I wonder whether Dunn
and Pittaway were using the same
definition of "feeder use". The
Ontario Bird Feeder Survey cited
by Dunn (American Birds 40:61-66)
involved observers counting "each
species seen in the immediate
vicinity of their feeders". I suspect
that there is a natural tendency for
survey participants to attempt to
maximize their counts of the
number of species coming to their
feeders - which would lead to
counting Pine Grosbeaks that (for
instance) only perched near
feeders or took seeds that had
fallen on the ground below a
feeder. This type of coun ting would

tend to inflate the apparent "use of
feeders" by this species. In contrast,
Pittaway was describing Pine
Grosbeaks actually landing on
feeding structures and eating.

In presenting these comments,
my only intention is to make sure
that we are all talking about the
same thing. For now, I still believe
that the widespread direct use of
feeding structures by Pine
Grosbeaks in central Ontario is
unusual and recent in origin.

R.G. Tozer
Dwight, Ontario
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